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Complete business management app for 

MEAT PACKERS 

 Save $350k+ on hardware, save $20k every year on I.T. expenses with farmsoft 
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Increase profit, speed, accuracy & traceability! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Efficient livestock management   Precise inventory for 0 waste and 0 errors!  Consistent quality control for maximum yield 
Deliveries are planned in advance to ensure minimum livestock 
on site; and maximum turnover.  

 Ageing and quality management is enforced to ensure 
100% accurate ageing of sides, and zero inventory 
wastage.  

 Guarantee quality of incoming livestock, and packed finished 
product with flexible quality control testing systems.  Instant 
quality alerts across the business. 

     
     

 

 

 

 

 
Accurate production reduces errors  100 % accurate and rapid dispatch of finished product  Reduce administration & compliance costs 
Harvest, dry, cut, bone, and pack the exact quantity at the exact 
customer specifications, live stack & label pallets for customers 
consumer requirements. 

 Customer collection of finished product is time managed 
and accurate; pallets are pre labelled with both customer 
and consumer info; each pallet scanned prior to shipment 
to guarantee accuracy.  Users are gided to find the correct 
pallets at the correct location for pickup/order dispatch. 

 Automatic invoicing of customers for harvest, cut & pack 
services saves time.  Rapidly generate correct (official marks 
approved) labels, BOL, invoice, picking, export documents.  
Easy audit & recall systems reduce compliance costs.  Manage 
customers online, no effort.  Optional integration with finance 
solution Xero (or export to MYOB, Quickbooks, SAGE). 

 

https://www.farmsoft.com/blog/meat-packing-app
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/low-cost-meat-packing-hardware
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/meat-packing-quality-control-export
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/meat-packing-software
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/traceability-matrix-fresh-produce-fruit-vegetable-seafood-meat
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/iqf-meat-poultry-processing-app
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/cured-meat-ham-salami-manufacturing-app
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/pre-cooked-lunch-meat-manufacturing-app
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  OLD MEAT 

PACKING 

SOLUTIONS 

 

 

Terminal for 
data entry 

 

 

$2000 ea $200 
Any Android / iOS tablet or phone / PC / Mac (old 

equipment is also compatible)  

RFID reader 
 

 

$2000 ea $200 
Any USB/wireless RFID reader in sleeve or ruggedised 

version, any Android RFID reading device  

Barcode reader 
for inventory 

control 
 

 

$3000 ea $250 
Any USB barcode reader (wireless), any Android 

professional Barcode reading device, any Android 
phone/tablet. 

Scales & 
printers 

 

 

$2000 ea $400 
Any scale that can dump weight to clipboard via USB. 

Any 300+ dpi printer.   
Network  

installation and 
cabling 

 

$50,000 $4000 
Devices require only mesh Wi-Fi, this massively 

reduces the cost of cabling to every device, negates 
the need for multiple routers, and slashes installation 
costs.     Mesh Wi-Fi networks are very fast to install.  

Ongoing I.T. 
Administration 

and 
maintenance 

services 
  

$20,000+  
per year 

5% 
You don’t need to purchase & administer servers 
(Windows, MS SQL, anti-virus, backup software) 

because farmsoft runs in the cloud.  Less Windows 
OS’s that need constant fixing & maintenance.  No 

proprietary equipment with expensive repairs, parts, 
and maintenance.  Less network equipment, 

complexity, and even less cables means less things go 
wrong, resulting in massively reduced network 

administration & maintenance expenses. 
 

 

 Freedom to use 
any hardware 
you choose. 

 
 
 

Save 
$350,000+ on 

hardware. 
 

Save $20,000+ a  
year on I.T. 

maintenance. 
 
 
 
We do not sell hardware.  See TECH NOTES at end of this 
document & talk to your consultant before buying hardware.   
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PRODUCTION PLANNING 
Schedule head delivery OR customer 
requests services thru online portal & full 
fabrication spec (number of animals, 
delivery & pick up time, consumer 
palettization, cutting and packaging 
instructions.  An alert is sent to you or 
customer detailing the proposed production 
& delivery. 

CONFIRMATION 
Customer confirms the schedule (if you 
specified it) and enters full cutting spec / OR 
your team confirms or updates the date / 
time, an alert is sent to the customer 
confirming date & pickup time. 

HEAD DELIVERY 
Rapidly receive an incoming delivery, 
confirm the head count, and specify a 
storage pen for this head delivery.   
Customer is immediately sent an email 
detailing the head received during this 
delivery. 

HARVEST 
Each step of the harvest process is managed 
and monitored with a customizable process 
(standard process is:   Knock, Weigh, 
Removal, Evisceration, Inspection, Hot 
weight of sides). Record any extra costs like 
lab tests etc.  Labels are generated to 
accompany the sides, and also head & 
eviscerated animal parts.  

CONDEMNATION  
Take photos and record notes & reason for 
condemnation; this is immediately 
automatically sent to the customer.  A fee 
for carcass disposal is automatically added 
to this customers invoice.   

HARVEST REPORT 
Automatically sent to customer as soon as 
harvesting completed: contains breakdown 
of yield and animal harvesting.    

GRADING 
Scan a side to instantly grade it.  Users cant 
re-grade a side by accident, a report shows 
where ungraded sides are & their age.   

COLD WEIGHT 
Scan a side to instantly record cold weight.   
Users cant re-weigh a side by accident, a 
report shows where unweighed sides are & 
their age.   

FABRICATION 
Graphic & written instructions for quantity 
per consumer (a consumer is your 
customers customer), size, type, packing 
requirements and methods.  Displayed on 
screens, updates live, broadcast messages 
to specific cutting tables and more.  Or, just 
print the fabrication spec!    

PACKING WEIGHT 
Capture weight from scales directly into 
farmsoft; weigh each item packed giving 
total weight for each box, capture count of 
pieces in each box.     

BOX & PACK LABELS 
Farmsoft automatically prints the correct 
label for the product being packed, and 
even automatically prints inner pack labels 
(if required).  Labels are USDA, Halal,  EU, 
Australian Dep. Ag, etc.  Unlimited label 
formats can be designed by you or your 
consultant).  Labels are A.I. language 
translated.     

CONSUMER 
PALLETIZATION 
Farmsoft guides your team to put correct 
boxes on the correct consumers pallet; 
rapidly switch between pallets at any time; 
Farmsoft knows the exact product on each 
pallet for 100% accurate palletization.     

PALLET LABELLING  
Farmsoft automatically prints pallet labels 
that include both customer and consumer 
name, pallet number, and any custom 
details you require.  Labels can also include 
GTIN and SSCC barcodes for trade partners.      

AUTOMATIC INVOICING 
Once production teams confirm they have 
entered any additional charges, Farmsoft 
generates the customer invoice (includes 
harvest fees per head, carcass disposal, lab 
fees, packing fee per Lb/Kg, packaging 
materials, extra labor charges) and sends 
the invoice to customer with copy of the 
production report & reminder of pick up 
time. 

CUSTOMER PICK UP 
Farmsoft guides the shipping team to pick 
correct pallets by requiring a scan of each 
pallet when its being loaded.  Alternatively, 
print a pick sheet for shipping orders.  
Farmsoft generates a Bill Of Lading for every 
shipment.  Customers optionally receive an 
alert detailing what was just shipped to 
them, OR what was just picked up.     

FINANCE & INTEGRATION 
Farmsoft sends your finance data to your 
finance app, this includes AP, and AR.  Use 
cloud integration with XERO or export data 
to Quickbooks, MYOB, SAGE, and more.. 
 
Integrate with Farmsoft using our free & 
open API to connect to hardware, and other 
software solutions.  

 

Flexible configuration Your solution consultant will enable/disable and configure each feature to work perfectly for your meat packing plant, all features optional.  
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Customer management & production planning 
 
▪ Online customer management: grant customers access to Customer 

Portal; Farmsoft will send them a welcome email with username & 
password, welcome message & link to the portal (all emails are 
branded from your company). 

▪ The portal allows online requests for livestock processing orders by 
the customer, OR your company schedules customer deliveries & 
customer is sent email requesting they confirm delivery time, 
quantity of head, and cutting specification thru the portal. 

▪ Customer enters fabrication spec online;  complete with number of 
animals, consumer pelletizing information (customers can maintain 
a list of consumers for this purpose), packaging specs, pickup time 
preference, cutting notes.  

▪ Management approves the order and livestock delivery time (if 
customer is creating their own orders), automatic notification sent 
to customer with any time or date changes. 

▪ Visual alerts if a duplicate delivery time/ processing time has been 
scheduled, Farmsoft shows you the ‘harvesting time per head’ so 
you can judge the time you have for processing each lot, alerts if 
processing time per head is outside normal range. 

▪ Customer receives an alert as soon as livestock is delivered with 
details of animals received.  

▪ Customer receives alert when harvest completed, yield data & 
details of any condemned animals 

▪ Any animal condemnation generates an immediate email for the 
customer containing photos and reason & notes. 

▪ Customer receives alert as soon as fabrication and packing is 
confirmed as completed, including full harvest and yield details, 
invoice for services (per head harvest, production fee per LB/Kg, lab 
fees, packaging,  labor, carcass disposal etc…this invoice is 
automatically generated).   

▪ Self serve:  cancel unapproved orders, print invoices, delivery 
receipts, animal condemnation reports & photos and more… 

 
 Automated customer 

management saves time. 
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Innovative harvest 
management 
 
Farmsoft guides each station through its tasks to 
ensure maximum speed  & accuracy:  
▪ Deliveries are planned in advance, receiving a 

delivery alerts the Customer, and automatically 
schedules lot for harvesting and alerts harvesting 
staff; deliveries assigned to specific pens.  

▪ Processes are flexible & configurable for your 
specific slaughterhouse processes.  

▪ Each station can enter / access only data relevant 
to their tasks (configurable).   

▪ Rapidly switch to next animal (or jump around if 
carcasses not being processed in the intended 
order) 

▪ Each station can work simultaneously on 
different animals or lots.  

▪ Easily pull a carcass for testing, suspicion of 
quality problem, or to condemn  

▪ Carcasses marked for testing can’t be further 
processed until the testing process is completed 
(this stops the carcass from being boned or sold) 

▪ Marking a carcass for drag in automatically 
removes halal status. 

▪ Condemned animals have photos and notes 
attached; the condemned animal report is 
immediately sent to the Customer (includes 
photos, notes, animal ID, RFID, back tag, ear tag, 
customer reference) 

▪ Verify animal RFID in as many steps as required 
▪ Automatically assigned animal inventory 

numbers 
▪ Production management can: 

▪ Schedule deliveries of livestock 
▪ Schedule lots & fabrication to fill orders  
▪ Monitor progress of each lot & station 
▪ View outputs from harvest & fabrication 
▪ Control & monitor operations from any 

location using cell, tablet, laptop, PC/Mac. 
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Quality inspections 
 
▪ Each test can be configured to send instant 

alerts to selected staff if a test fails.  Receive full 
QC report and photos instantly.   

▪ Configure unlimited quality tests for customers, 
internal QC, and QMS 

▪ Attach unlimited photos, lab tests & documents 
to QC tests 

▪ Tests can be associated with anything such as 
animal, lot, batch, supplier, customer, order, 
delivery, shipment and more… 

▪ Test types include pass/fail, score, value range, 
percentage of sample.  

Customer quality feedback management  
Manage & analyse customer complaints, capture customer comments, photos, documents, and more.   
Trace customer complaints back to the original supplier of livestock, or establishment.   
Instant alerts to relevant staff when a customer complaint/feedback is received. 

 

Scan a side/quarter to rapidly 
grade or record cold weight  

https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/customer-quality-feedback
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/increase-fresh-produce-quality
https://www.farmsoft.com/traceability/increase-fresh-produce-quality
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World class fabrication 
management 
Display the Fabrication Spec on screens above 
each cutting stations & pallet packing areas for 
100% accurate cutting and palletization. 
▪ Print the fabrication spec for users that don’t 

have devices or a nearby screen 
▪ Capture individual box/piece weights & piece 

count automatically from scales. 
▪ Rapidly switch between sides/quarters from 

a suppliers Lot. 
▪ Print a box label and Farmsoft will 

automatically print any inner labels if 
required for that specific product. 

▪ If the customer has specified consumers:  
Farmsoft guides users to stack pallets for 
specific consumers and allows rapid 
switching between pallets. 

▪ Broadcast messages to all stations or 
selected stations. 

▪ Fabrication Spec screen updates  in real-time. 
▪ When batch is completed, Farmsoft 

automatically sends your customer  
production report & yield report, itemized 
pallet contents, and invoice (once you 
confirm completion). 

  

Scales integration for 
accurate & rapid data 
capture 

Voice activation for a 
‘no touch’ interface; 
maximum hygiene  

Automatically print 
correct box & inner 
pack labels  

Fabrication spec 
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▪ Manage and create hundreds of labels to suit customer 
specifications.  Send your label design to your consultant for a 
rapid response for new labels. 

▪ USDA, HALAL, EU, AUSTRALIA INSPECTED OFFICIAL MARKS 
(Department approved by Official Marks Export Meat) 

▪ Choose from our selection of built-in meat labels for domestic 
and export purposes or add new label formats.    

▪ We tailor your documents and labels to match your exact 
requirements; this service is included with your farmsoft 
purchase. 

▪ CORRECT LABELS AT ALL TIMES:  Special tools ensure Halal is 
only every produced for Halal, and that the Operator and Part 
Number on labels always matches the actual meat product.  

▪ Print labels in advance OR print live during packing and 
Farmsoft will also print correct inner labels automatically to 
guarantee correct labelling.  

▪ Labels can be multi-language A.I. translated:  ALL languages. 
  

Correct labels on 
every side, carton & 

vac pack. 
 

Print a carton label, 
farmsoft prints 

correct inner labels 
automatically.  

 
Farmsoft ensures 

halal labels can’t be 
generated for non 

halal product.   

USDA, AU, EU labels, official marks, custom labels….                               
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Touch enabled; no 
mouse/keyboard required  

Easy inventory & traceability 
 
Users with no experience using apps can scan a barcode / 
RFID (or select from a list) to: 
▪ Add grading / additional details for a side 
▪ Receive livestock delivery & print receipt 
▪ Receive livestock transfers from another site / move 

inventory 
▪ Build pallets/load shipping container for orders 
▪ Add to a Lot / batch /process 
▪ Sell inventory / pallet 
▪ Fill order / ship pallets 
▪ Pre shipment check 
▪ Stock-take  
▪ Check details 
▪ Reprint labels  
▪ Manage inventory that belongs to your customers 

▪ All traceability automatically tracked and 
enforced. 

▪ Instant recall/mock recall from the 
Traceability Dashboard; by tag, animal ID, 
RFID, Lot, Batch, date of packing, supplier, 
customer, and more….  

 

Use your choice of inexpensive modern devices… 

PC / Mac Tablet Handheld 
 Barcode or RFID 

scanner 

Integrate with 
weigh scales and 

other equipment* 

Professional 
Barcode / RFID 

Comprehensive features… 

▪ Manage livestock, sides/quarters, ageing 
inventory, packaging materials. 

▪ Use RFID animal verification in as many 
steps as you choose 

▪ Product age control ensures only product 
that is of the correct age is shipped to 
customers  

▪ Automatic inventory auditing records  
▪ Meat industry specific Operator Part and 

Code management tools makes handling 
thousands of codes & labels easy 

▪ Stock take & management approval process 
  

Cell 

No waste. 
Automatic traceability. 
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Easy & accurate 
customer pick ups 
 
▪ Pick up times are pre-planned to 

ensure no congestion of loading 
docks (customers are alerted to 
the pickup time in multiple 
messages) 

▪ Farmsoft guides users to the 
correct cooler to find pallets for 
a customer pickup (labels on 
pallets show customer name, 
and the consumer name (if 
pallets were packed for specific 
customer consumers). 

▪ Option:  Pallets scanned during 
pickup and any incorrect pallet 
will generate instant alerts and 
can’t be shipped by accident, 
ensuring 100% accurate 
shipments, and 100% customer 
satisfaction.   

▪ Option:  Customer can be sent 
an alert confirming the pickup 
and the pallet contents 
collected.   

Automatic alerts keep everyone informed 

Customers can receive 
confirmation of order 

Production managers 
receive new order alerts 

Outgoing shipment alerts 
for shipping and sales 

teams 

Customers receive shipment 
alerts with chosen 

documentation on dispatch 

Modified order alerts 
for production teams 

Logistics management for rapid 
order dispatches, 100% accuracy 

▪ Build new pallets / shipping containers from existing 
inventory to fill orders, domestic or export. 

▪ Monitor & manage the progress of order picking 
and shipping from the Logistics dashboard 

▪ Assign transport details to orders (truck, license, 
driver name, shipping container #, temp rec #, 
seal #, export details, etc) 

▪ Assign loading order of each order where there 
are multiple orders on one truck 

▪ Manage prices, including price list management, 
and groups of customers (used on orders 
automatically) 

▪ Attach unlimited documents to orders 
(international shipping documents, certificate of 
origin, lab tests etc)  

▪ Capture any special information you need on the 
order, including fields specific to livestock 
processing (your consultant will configure this for 
you). 

▪ Attach unlimited photos of truck / shipping 
containers to shipments for QC and insurance 
purposes 

  

100% 
accurate 
pick up & 
shipment, 
100% of 
the time! 
 
  

Pick up & dispatch 
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Rapid implementation 

Your consultant will have your meat 
packing plant up and running in a 
matter of weeks.   

Broadcast messages to all 
or specific stations.   
Fabrication specs update live as soon as the 
production manager makes a change.    
We recommend each station can view an 
inexpensive tablet to see the spec, for data 
entry, printing labels & scale weight capture – 
or simply print the fab spec sheet.   

Voice control: Shout “Next” to move 

to next animal, or “Carton” to print outer 
& inner labels, or “Finish” to finish this 
animal and move to next.   
 

Efficient, hygienic, simple.   
 
Optional feature, alternatively use tablet in waterproof case, or 
ruggedised keyboard.  
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Remote Deployment services are limited to the following:  
*  Requirements analysis & process mapping so we can understand how you need farmsoft to work for you.  1 hour voice & video discussion with your team. 
*  Configuration to match your requirements:  Your consultant will then configure your farmsoft  admin settings & options based on your requirements analysis.  This includes tailoring of your invoices, BOL, shipping documents, and labels.  (15 
hours max).  *  Setup:  Your consultant will perform basic setup, and show your team how to configure settings so your team can be self-sufficient and know where to find and change important settings.  (1 hour screen sharing & voice, + 4 hours 
setup configuration).  *  Presentation of recommended processes:  Your consultant will then present the recommended processes to your team for comment and review, and respond to feedback (this process may repeat itself),  1 hour screen 
sharing & voice).   *  Team training & review:  Teams are walked through each process, the review & update process may repeat itself.  (3 X  hour screen sharing & voice) 
Additional consulting fees may apply if you have excessive label or document designs, or where training at multiple sites must be performed (costs above represent training and configuration of ONE site).   We sell the time of our consultants, 
don’t expect additional meetings over the limits listed above; additional meetings are $400 each, meetings not cancelled 24 hours in advance are considered delivered and not refundable or credited, all support services are pull based via email & 
screen sharing (or by phone if you have premium support subscription).  If you want changes made to the app, we sell services for design, development, testing, documentation & deployment services; do not expect any of these services free of 
charge, purchase does not entitle you to free software development services.  

Farmsoft Meat Packing & Slaughterhouse Solution ($US) 
Includes 8 concurrent user licenses.   
Support directly from your solution consultant.   
Cloud hosting, administration, security, you receive all updates and additions.  
We update the solution frequently.  Annual fee. 

$6200 
 

Customization, Setup, Training, Project Management 
Your consultant will interview your team to find out how your business works 
now, and how you want it to work with farmsoft.  All meetings by video chat.  
 
Your consultant will prepare a tailored solution (including labels, documents, 
reports, setup data, importing Parts / codes etc) and present the this to you 
(process may repeat multiple times), once you approve the solution for your 
business you can implement one process at a time or all processes if you have 
a new plant.  Another review post implementation may take place.  This 
process can take 3-12 weeks depending on the complexity of your business.  
Does not include software development services.    
 

      

$4800 
A once off fee 

OPTIONAL If you need additional concurrent user licenses  
Annual fee.  (Bulk pricing when purchased at once: 21-30: $250, 31-40: $150, 
41+ $100) 

$350 
  

OPTIONAL On-site Project Management, Training & Deployment 
Consultant on-site $25,000 per week. 

$20k + 

 
 

ROI from Farmsoft is achieved 

before you start using the 

solution due to savings of 

$350k+ on hardware and on-

going annual savings of $20k. 
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  Frequently asked questions 
Do you share my data? 
Many companies sell your data.  We will never sell, share or data mine your data with 
any person, company, or government (unless compelled by a court order in jurisdiction of 
Wyoming USA). NDA’s are in place with all employees & contractors.    
 
Is Farmsoft a finance app?  
No.  Farmsoft integrates with finance apps such as Xero, or you can export data to 
Quickbooks, SAGE, SAP, MYOB and other finance apps.  If we don’t support your finance 
app, just let us know and we can add support.  You can also integrate farmsoft with other 
solutions for finance, accounting, hardware, CRM, payroll, ERP using the fully open 
Farmsoft API which can be used by your I.T. department or any external I.T. vendor.  If you 
want us to perform the integration for you, additional costs apply, please request a quote.  
Existing integration with other apps is limited to insertion of invoices, purchases, and 
“Items” one way transactions (for Xero) and export of AP and AR data via export tool from  
farmsoft to be imported to your target finance app.  
 
How long does it take to implement? 
Implementation takes from 3 to 12 weeks, varies wildly based on business complexity.  
Average time 5 weeks.  We recommend you start your project as early as possible to allow 
plenty of contingency time; its better to be ready early – starting a new meat packing plant 
is challenging, lets get your business management app perfected and out of the way in 
advance so you can concentrate on other business development activities. 
 
Can I deploy farmsoft myself? 
No, deployment is by professionals that have deployed many times.  We will not provide 
farmsoft without managed implementation services. 
 
What languages is farmsoft in? 
The interface is multi-language so a user can use Spanish, and another user in the same 
company may choose English at the same time.   Ask us for additional languages (currently 
includes English, Spanish, Arabic, French). 
 
 

Who develops & supports farmsoft? 
We have been making food solutions since 2001, Tenacious Systems LLC 124 Broadkill 
Road #643, Milton DE 19968-1008 United States and have invested millions of $ in 
research and development to build & continually rebuild the Farmsoft platform. The 
“official mark” approval is licensed to our Australian subsidiary www.Producepak.com 
Pty Ltd PO Box 7443 Urangan, Qld, Australia.    
 
What are the costs if we need changes or additions? 
We are happy to build new features or modify existing ones for you, please ask for a 
quote; or use the API to add features using your I.T. department or chosen vendor.  
We are unable to provide software development services for free; changing the app 
incurs an hourly fee.  If you don’t want to pay this fee, don’t ask for changes.   
 
What’s your refund policy?  
Refunds will not be provided under any circumstances.  It is your responsibility to 
perform full due diligence.  Your project is not a trial or test.  Tenacious Systems is a 
service based company; we sell the time of our consultants, not a product that can be 
restocked and resold.   
 
Can you support my hardware? 
If you didn’t buy it from us, we can’t support it, tell you how to use it, or configure it.  
We don’t sell hardware or accounting solutions and can’t tell you how to use or setup 
your financial solution, we do not have a copy of your finance app or know how to use 
it.  We provide support only for farmsoft, we can’t install your printer drivers or 
remove a virus from a PC.  These are things your I.T. department/vendor can do. 
 
What if our broadband fails? 
You need an always on internet connection to use farmsoft.  We recommend you keep 
a redundant internet connection through another ISP that uses an alternate media 
than your main internet (eg: 5G hotspot device or fibre and ADSL).  
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TECH NOTES 

TERMINALS 
Devices must run Chromium browser  (Edge, Chrome, 
Opera, Brave etc), 800x1200+ resolution & always on data 
of 0.5 M/bit minimum, no data is saved on  your device, 
no app is installed.   
 
PRINTING 
To print from Android or iOS Install AirPrint or PaperCut, 
etc, or app from printer vendor to print PDF from browser 
or downloaded & print.  300+DPI required for barcodes.   
 
USING YOUR OWN SERVER 
The standard solution includes cloud hosting.  Using your 
own server requires us to continually maintain, update 
and administer it; our annual fee is $3500 (you must 
provide the server), we also offer private hosting with all 
OS and database included from $4500 p/a (in this scenario 
the entire server is used exclusively by your company;  co-
locations include USA, Canada, EU, Australia, Singapore).     
 
READING BARCODES / RFID 
If your device doesn’t have a reader, use a USB or 
Bluetooth reader that dumps the data into focused field as 
keyboard text input/keyboard emulation, or install an app 
like Barcode & QR code Keyboard or Barcode/NFC/OCR 
Scanner Keyboard that dumps data into focused field and 
is activated from virtual keyboard; this feature not 
supported on iOS.  These apps not included with Farmsoft 
purchase. 
 
SCALES / HARDWARE INTEGRATION  
Scales/hardware must place current weight/data to 
clipboard of the device (ie: the scale emulates keyboard 
USB transaction of CTRL C of the data) or insert weight to 
focussed field as simulated CTRL V.  You must grant 
Farmsoft access to the clipboard in your browser settings.  
Use a software wedge if your hardware doesn’t have USB 
keyboard emulation output (requires Windows device).  
Test devices  before purchase. We don’t setup  your 
hardware..   This scale, PC, printer setup is an example of 
hardware that has be used.     

NETWORK 
You need an I.T. person to setup your network & devices, 
we can’t setup or advise on any of your hardware or 
operating systems, drivers or finance app.  Our advice is 
that your devices meet the requirements outlined on this 
page and that you test each device before committing to 
bulk purchases.  Modern devices are wireless; installing 
multiple wireless mesh networks that have multiple 
nodes per network where the nodes are connected in 
daisy chain via CAT cables can be considerably cheaper 
than traditional wired networks.  Cool rooms need a 
node inside each to allow full coverage if the door is 
closed.  Example inexpensive mesh devices include TP-
Link Deco M5* / TP-Link Dexo X20 / TP-Link Deco X68 
which can have up to 8 nodes on each network.  Buy 
extra nodes in case one fails and needs replacing (cant 
mix new models with old).   Whitelist *farmsoft.net*, 
*farmsoft.com* and *dropbox.com*, block everything 
else (except update URLs) so devices can only be used for 
farmsoft and can’t be used for non work reasons (We 
recommend DNS firewall by MyDNS.io to easily block 
unwanted internet activity without having to purchase 
and maintain hardware).  
 
TERMINALS THAT PRINT LOTS OF LABELS 
Printing huge amounts of labels from Android is not 
efficient, try a Windows device and print directly to the 
printer without cloud services or apps slowing the 
transaction and without a print preview screen that 
requires user intervention; To print from Chrome without 
seeing a print preview add this to the Chrome.exe 
shortcut “ –kiosk-printing” in Windows... 
    Alternatively, use a printer that will print documents 
sent to the email address the vendor provides (farmsoft 
supports auto printing to an email address for cloud 
printing without user intervention - ask your consultant 
for more info).  Note that using email cloud printing 
usually results in a delay from 2 to 15 seconds depending 
on the service you use.   
 
  
 
 

PROCESSING & CUTTING STATION TERMINALS 
On stations where printing is infrequent or not required, 
usually users are generally just looking at the cutting spec 
and selecting “Next” animal from this screen, or doing some 
simple data entry such as at kill box, head removal, 
eviscerations etc;  a simple android tablet suspended on an 
arm with splash cover is very inexpensive and effective for 
these stations.  You can use an inexpensive USB RFID and or 
bar-code reader with your Android device.  
 
 
VOICE CONTROL THE FARMSOFT APP   

Activate voice control on your device.  With the farmsoft 
app open, simply shout “Touch Next” to move to the 
next animal (or “Touch previous” to go back, or “Touch 
finish” to finish the animal, or “Touch Carton” to print a 
carton label.  Voice control is a feature of your devices 
operating system, not farmsoft so we can’t support this 
functionality or set it up for you.   

TMI?        

Talk to your solution consultant before you make any 
purchases, test each device prior to making bulk 
purchase.  

 

 

COMPLIANCE NOTICE:  For Australian users, your Company 
must have Department of Agriculture approval to print 
Official Marks.  Our Code of Practice for Printing Official Marks 
prohibits us from providing farmsoft Meat Packing solution to 
an establishment that is not approved.   

  

https://www.232key.com/
https://vbssys.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Manual-Box-Labeling.pdf

